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Abstract 

 

Ride comfort is one of the most important performance of vehicle and stability plays a major role in it. The stability of a vehicle 

depends on many parameters. One of the most important parameter is Centre of gravity. For better handling of the vehicle, we 

need to keep center of gravity low. The designers prefer to maintain fixed ground clearance to acquire satisfactory parameters. 

Most of the time vehicles have to face rough terrain, where we need high ground clearance of the vehicle. In both cases we need 

an adjustable ground clearance system in the vehicle to have optimum performance. 
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Ground Clearance (also known as ride height) is one of the most basic but very important general dimensions of a vehicle. It is 

defined as the minimum distance between the lower end of the vehicle body (or chassis) and the road. In other words, it indicates 

the height of the lowermost part of the vehicle with respect to ground. Generally, most of the manufacturers specify this dimension 

in unladen vehicle condition i.e., without any load of cargo or passengers. That is why, when you load the vehicle with passengers 

and cargo; the available ride height is always lower than specified in the actual running condition. 

 On rough and bumpy roads, higher ground clearance is always better. This is because it avoids the scratching of the underbelly 

of the vehicle. As a general rule, it could be observed that a specific body type of a vehicle has some standard for ground 

clearance. Sedans and high-performance sports cars have very low ground clearance while hatchbacks are on the next step of the 

ladder. SUVs secure the top position of the ladder by offering highest ride height. 

 Adjustable suspension is a feature of certain automobile suspension systems that allow the motorist to vary the ride height or 

ground clearance. This can be done for various reasons including giving better ground clearance over rough terrain, a lower ground 

clearance to improve performance and fuel economy at high speed, or for stylistic reasons. Such a feature requires fairly 

sophisticated engineering. 

 It is the trickiest dimension because vehicle handling directly depends on it. The higher the clearance, the higher is the position 

of Centre of Gravity (CG) of the vehicle. And the higher position of CG means that the vehicle is prone to roll over. That means 

vehicles with higher clearance have more possibility of turning over than the vehicles with lower clearance. Thus, it affects the 

handling. On the other hand, vehicles with lower ride height offer superb handling performance due to lower height of vehicle CG. 

The most common way to increase the ride height of the vehicle is by modifying the suspension of the vehicle. Many aftermarket 

agencies follow this practice. In developing countries, this dimension is of more concern to the customers due to the bad road 

conditions. Hence, the customers prefer vehicles having higher ride height in the market. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW   

 [1] “Adjustable Ground Clearance System by using Gear and Tooth Mechanism” by Kumar Mayank Diwanshu Sharma. 

In Adjustable Ground Clearance System by utilizing Gear and Tooth Mechanism said that structured a basic mechanical linkage 

instrument for ground freedom modification. The modification is conceivable at hang conditions with the assistance of little 

rigging. With the assistance of this framework, we can fluctuate ground leeway of the vehicle up to 180mm. Suspension is one of 

the most moving frameworks to plan for rough terrain vehicle. Appropriate suspension instrument and individual. Parameters are 

significant for rough terrain vehicles. The suspension configuration ought to be versatile to changing street conditions. The planners 

like to keep up fixed ground freedom and structure the framework to gain good suspension parameters. The rough terrain vehicle 

ought not be dealt with a similar way. 

 Suspension is the arrangement of tires, tire air, springs, safeguards and linkages that associates a vehicle to its haggle’s relative 

movement between the two. Suspension frameworks must help the two streets holding/taking care of and ride quality, which are 

at chances with one another. The tuning of suspensions includes finding the correct trade off. It is significant for the suspension to 

keep the street wheel in contact with the street surface however much as could be expected, in light of the fact that all the street or 

ground powers following up on the vehicle do as such through the contact patches of the tires. The suspension additionally ensures 

the vehicle itself and any freight or baggage from harm and wear.  
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 The structure of front and back suspension of a vehicle might be unique. During running state of vehicles, area of the focal point 

of gravity (C.G) is likewise a significant parameter. For better treatment of the vehicle, we have to keep C.G point as low as could 

be expected under the circumstances. This is conceivable by altering the ground leeway of the vehicle. Subsequently, I use the idea 

of Adjustable Ground Clearance Mechanism which will demonstrate gainful impact to the rough terrain vehicles to alter the ground 

freedom as indicated by landscape.  

 Ground freedom is the situation of the vehicle body (sprung mass) over the fundamental ground level. It's a significant parameter 

in rough terrain vehicle. For a specific vehicle's weight, there is a sure measure of mechanical down power follow up on tires, and 

in this manner the grasp of tires is continually changing during running condition. The entire load of vehicle is accumulated at a 

point known as a focal point of gravity point. 

 The framework demonstrates that the Adjustable Ground Clearance Mechanism is a decent creative framework for better 

execution of rough terrain vehicles. Since the framework is more clients agreeable and simultaneously increment the effectiveness 

of execution, this will have great market potential. 

 [2]“Development of Advanced Pneumatic Lifting and Ground Clearance Technique in Car” by Jagadeesh H, Navinesh B 

C” 

Creator reasoned that the pneumatics jacks can act in the spot of water driven jacks effectively. The air required for the working 

of the jack is effectively accessible in the nature. Cost of the task isn't high contrasted and different jacks. As our jack is in 

constructed the exhaustion is less. Whenever made in the part the expense could be less. It serves better than water driven jacks 

which is utilized for lifting. With the end goal that interruption driving is a significant supporter of mishap passing, accordingly by 

actualizing this System we can decreased the nearby effect potential mishap. This development would help the ladies’ seniors and 

other individual people to handily replace the tires. It would spare time of introducing a manual jack and washing of the lower 

body of the vehicle as it would raise the vehicle by around 2 feet. To limit human exertion. 

 In city at various parts like school, medical clinic there are speed breakers of various measurements. The greater part of the 

individuals purchases just a single four-wheeler which they utilize that at this condition. Subsequently it's important to give some 

standard ground freedom to the vehicle. Yet at the same time there are a few impediments while driving the vehicle on roadway 

and in city. To get the great execution at fast and low speed it is important to fabricate one framework which can change the ground 

freedom. This can accomplish by changing the suspension stature so the case tallness can be balanced concerning the speed and 

the nature of streets. We have planned a straightforward pneumatic linkage instrument for ground freedom alteration. The alteration 

is conceivable with the assistance of a functioning and a detached suspension which are connected together in arrangement. 

Dynamic suspension is put beneath the inactive suspension. With the assistance of this framework, we can change ground leeway 

of the vehicle up to 200mm. We have structured a basic pneumatic linkage component for ground freedom alteration. The alteration 

is conceivable with the assistance of a functioning and an inactive suspension which are connected together in arrangement. 

Dynamic suspension is put underneath the latent suspension. With the assistance of this framework, we can differ ground freedom 

of the vehicle. Pneumatic chambers are mechanical gadgets which utilize the intensity of packed gas to deliver a power in a 

responding direct movement. The pneumatics jacks can act in the spot of water powered jacks productively. The air required for 

the working of the jack is effectively accessible in the nature. Cost of the task isn't high contrasted and different jacks. As our jack 

is in assembled the weakness is less. Whenever made in the parcel the expense could be less. 

 [3]“Adjustable Ground Clearance in Vehicles Using Pneumatic Lifting” by Ghanshyam Baghel, Prince Jaiswal, Prashant 

Dewangan, Abhishek Parsend, Devesh Shrivastava.” 

The treatment of vehicle relies on the different parameters; focus of gravity of the vehicle is one of them. For better treatment of 

the vehicle, we have to keep focal point of gravity as low as could be expected under the circumstances. For sport vehicles it is 

constantly kept low however for the traveller vehicles it bargains with its ground leeway. The planners like to keep up fixed ground 

freedom and structure the framework to obtain imperative suspension parameters. For various kind of tracks, the ground leeway 

of vehicle is structured appropriately and that is the reason this is an unpretentious explanation which additionally separates the 

vehicles as on-street (Sedan/Hatchback vehicles) and rough terrain (Sports utility vehicles (SUV)). Rough terrain vehicles need to 

confront the unpleasant landscape, where we need the high ground freedom of the vehicle; then again, we run a similar vehicle on 

a street where high ground leeway isn't essential. While a car vehicle or hatchback needs to run on smooth streets just as on harsh 

territories at some point with its fixed lower ground freedom which will in general make marks on the base part of the vehicle. In 

the two cases we need a customizable ground freedom framework in the vehicle to have ideal execution. Here this paper presents 

the pneumatic lifting method which is utilized to give the higher ground freedom at the hour of unpleasant streets/breakers and 

lower the equivalent to get appropriate ground leeway to keep up the dependability at rapid on smooth streets. This advancement 

can assist driver with choosing the ground leeway with his solace of driving as indicated by territory. Heading out street gets 

simpler and vehicle can eco- friendly by bringing down ground leeway while driving on street. For the rough terrain tracks, one 

can have most elevated freedom and move along the course of the street with better taking care of. On other hand for on street 

tracks, by bringing down ground leeway we can appreciate the delight of being in an on-street vehicle. This framework helps in 

under guiding of the vehicle. The framework is very easy to use. This framework will build the economy of a vehicle. The outcomes 

in expanded multifaceted nature. The framework demonstrates that the Adjustable Ground Clearance Mechanism is a decent 

imaginative framework for better execution of rough terrain vehicles. Since the framework is easier to use and simultaneously 
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increment the exhibition, this will have great market potential. The ground freedom can be handily balanced by the driver itself at 

wherever. The framework is especially dependable in activity. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

 Problem statement 

Most of the time off-road vehicles have to face the rough terrain, where we need high ground clearance of the vehicle. On the other 

hand, we also run the same vehicle on a terrain where high ground clearance is not necessary. It is noticeable that with the higher 

ground clearance, we can’t utilize the full potential of acceleration as compared to at the lower ground clearance. During running 

condition of vehicles, location of the centre of gravity (C.G) is also an important parameter. For better handling of the vehicle, we 

need to keep C.G point as low as possible. This is possible by adjusting the ground clearance of the vehicle. 

 Objectives 

 To design and fabricate Adjustable Ground Clearance mechanism. 

 To build a prototype for Adjustable Ground Clearance system. 

 System is used to lift the chassis from the ground with minimal human efforts. 

 System is used to provide higher ground clearance at the time of rough roads and speed bumps. 

 To build a system which can handle extreme conditions. 

 To build a mechanism which can handle the load transfer easily. 

 System should be easy to install and use. 

 To lift the vehicle very smoothly without any impact force. 

 To make the system very user friendly. 

 Approach 

 This system uses an electronic control unit to operate the ground clearance system. 

 The ground clearance system is designed with screw mechanism and motor is used to rotate the screw mechanism. 

 DC PMDC motor is used in this system working on DC power supply. 

 In this, a prototype of vehicle model has been fabricated to show the demonstration of ground clearance. 

 The prototype is fabricated with DC motors for the movement. 

 The electronic control unit is used for the prototype vehicle movement, different switches are connected on the electronic 

control unit for the movement and screw mechanism operation. 

 Whenever a specific ground clearance for vehicle is required, the user will operate and switch on the control unit, this activates 

the signal to the electronic control unit and from the electronic control unit, the DC motor is operated. This DC motor activates the 

screw mechanism and ground clearance system is operated and the vehicle is lifted up accordingly. The mechanism can be turned 

off by operating the switch off button in the control unit, it will come back to its initial position after the specific task is achieved. 

 
Fig. 1: 3D Model of Prototype 
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IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The motorized screw mechanism applied in prototype to increase the ground clearance works successfully. It is able to lift the 

weight of chassis up to 5 kg with a geared DC motor. The mechanism takes maximum 6 seconds to lift the chassis after providing 

input to the controller and can have a fixed higher ground clearance for a specific task to protect the chassis of prototype. Later, 

the chassis can be lowered to its initial position within 5-6 seconds to maintain the Centre of gravity and optimize performance. 

The project works well in case of prototype but there might be a chance that result can vary with the real time application of 

motorized screw mechanism. But with proper design and mechanism having accurate measurement in real time application, the 

performance can be optimized. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The system proves that the Adjustable Ground Clearance Mechanism is a good innovative system for better performance of off-

road vehicles. Since the system is more users friendly and at the same time increase the efficiency of performance, this will have 

good market potential. The ground clearance can be easily adjusted by the driver itself at any place. The system is very much 

reliable in operation. The simulation results show that the system remains in the stable range of parameters and does not hamper 

any performance variable. Using the sophisticated data and instruments the relevant suspension system will be developed 

practically. In this project the accurate designing of small gear and toothed bracket is essential. This system is cheaper in initial as 

well as running costs. It does not require an external energy source to run the system and no moving parts in the system so 

maintenance is also very low. We also conclude that due to the system, suspension parameters are amplified remarkably. Also, the 

system is cheaper and eco-friendly method is developed. 
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